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OVERLAP IDENTITIES FOR LITTLEWOOD-SCHUR
FUNCTIONS
HELEN RIEDTMANN
Abstract. Our results revolve around a new operation on partitions, which
we call overlap. We prove two overlap identities for so-called Littlewood-Schur
functions. Littlewood-Schur functions are a generalization of Schur functions,
whose study was introduced by Littlewood. More concretely, the Littlewood-
Schur function LSλ(X ;Y) indexed by the partition λ is a polynomial in the
variables X∪Y that is symmetric in both X and Y separately. The first overlap
identity represents LSλ(X ;Y) as a sum over subsets of X , while the second
overlap identity essentially represents LSλ(X ;Y) as a sum over pairs of parti-
tions whose overlap equals λ. Both identities are derived by applying Laplace
expansion to a determinantal formula for Littlewood-Schur functions due to
Moens and Van der Jeugt. In addition, we give two visual characterizations
for the set of all pairs of partitions whose overlap is equal to a partition λ.
1. Introduction
We introduce an operation on partitions, which we call overlap. This operation
naturally leads to two identities for Schur functions. Schur functions are symmetric
functions that are indexed by partitions. They are considered the most natural basis
for the ring of symmetric functions owing to their connection with the irreducible
representations of the symmetric group. A further reason is their orthogonality
with respect to the Hall inner product, which also admits a representation theoretic
interpretation. There are a variety of different definitions for Schur functions, each
emphasizing one facet of this versatile symmetric function. The determinantal
definition originally used by Schur is given on page 5, where we also introduce the
notation sλ for the Schur function indexed by the partition λ.
We formally define the overlap of two partitions on page 7 but for now let it
suffice to introduce the notation that will permit us to state the first and the
second overlap identities for Schur functions: if a partition λ is the (m,n)-overlap
of µ and ν, we write λ = µ ⋆m,n ν. In addition, we denote its sign by ε(µ, ν).
The first overlap identity states that for any set X consisting of m+ n pairwise
distinct variables,
sµ⋆m,nν(X ) =
∑
S,T
ε(µ, ν)sµ(S)sν(T )
∆(S; T )
where the sum is over all disjoint subsets S and T of X with m and n elements,
respectively, so that their union is X . The symbol ∆(S; T ) denotes the product
of all pairwise differences between s ∈ S and t ∈ T . Although the concept of
overlap seems to be new, this result is not. Recalling that Schur functions can be
defined as fractions of determinants, Dehaye derives this identity by expanding the
determinant in the numerator with the help of Laplace expansion [Deh12]. Taking
the idea of applying Laplace expansion to the determinantal definition as a starting
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point, we show a second overlap identity: let S and T be sets consisting of m and
n variables, respectively, and set X = S ∪ T . If ∆(S; T ) 6= 0, then
sλ(X ) =
∑
µ,ν:
µ⋆m,nν=λ
ε(µ, ν)sµ(S)sν(T )
∆(S; T )
.
In fact, the two identities for Schur functions presented here are mere corollar-
ies to two of our main results, namely the first and the second overlap identities
for Littlewood-Schur functions. Littlewood-Schur functions are a generalization of
Schur functions, whose combinatorial definition appeared for the first time in the
work of Littlewood [Lit36]. These functions were studied under a variety of dif-
ferent names: they are called hook Schur functions by Berele and Regev [BR87],
supersymmetric polynomials by Nicoletti, Metropolis and Rota [MNR81], super-
Schur functions by Brenti [Bre93], and Macdonald denotes them sλ(x/y) [Mac95,
p. 58ff]. We follow Bump and Gamburd in calling them Littlewood-Schur functions
and denoting them LSλ(X ,Y) [BG06]. Given two sets of variables X and Y, the
Littlewood-Schur function associated to a partition λ is defined by
LSλ(X ;Y) =
∑
µ,ν
cλµνsµ(X )sν′ (Y)
where cλµν are Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. In [MdJ03], Moens and Van der
Jeugt show that Littlewood-Schur functions can also be described by a determinan-
tal formula, which forms the basis for the derivation of the overlap identities.
Dropping a few technical conditions, the first and the second overlap identities
for Littlewood-Schur functions have the following prerequisites: let X and Y be sets
consisting of n and m variables, respectively, and let λ be a partition with (m,n)-
index k. (Turn to page 5 for the definition of index.) The first overlap identity
states that if (λ1, . . . , λn−k) = µ ⋆l,n−k−l ν, then
LSλ(−X ;Y) =
∑
S,T
ε(µ, ν)LSµ+〈kl〉(−S;Y)LSν∪(λn+1−k,λn+2−k,... )(−T ;Y)
∆(T ;S)
where the sum ranges over all disjoint subsets S and T of X with l and n−l elements,
respectively, so that their union is X . An explanation of the symbols that may not
be familiar to the reader can be found in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. Partitioning X into
two disjoint subsets, say S and T , consisting of l and n− l variables, respectively,
the second overlap identity states that
LSλ(−X ;Y) =
min{l,m}∑
p=0
∑
U ,V
∑
µ,ν:
µ⋆l−p,n−k−l+pν=(λ1,...,λn−k)
∆(V ;S)∆(T ;U)
∆(V ;U)∆(T ;S)
× ε(µ, ν)LSµ−〈(m−k)l−p〉(−S;U)LSν∪(λn+1−k,λn+2−k,... )(−T ;V)
where U and V range over all disjoint subsets of Y with p and m − p elements,
respectively, so that their union is equal to Y.
In [BG06], Bump and Gamburd derive the simplest case of the first overlap
identity for Littlewood-Schur functions (under slightly stronger assumptions). They
use this identity to give a self-contained combinatorial derivation of formulas for
averages of products and ratios of characteristic polynomials of random matrices
from the unitary group. At the time the formulas themselves were already known
but Bump and Gamburd’s approach provided elegant proofs. In a subsequent
paper [Rie18], we will use the overlap identities presented in this paper to derive a
new formula for averages of mixed ratios of characteristic polynomials of random
matrices from the unitary group. Our interest in averages of this type is motivated
by connections with number theory discovered by Keating and Snaith [KS00].
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We also provide two visual descriptions for the notion of overlap, which are
more intuitive than its formal definition. Let us illustrate the first visualization
(which is formally stated in Proposition 4.3) on an example, as it is the reason why
this operation is called the (m,n)-overlap of two partitions. Fix two non-negative
integers m and n, say 3 and 5, as well as a partition of length at most m+ n = 8,
say λ = (4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0, 0). Notice that we have appended zeros, ensuring that λ
is represented by a sequence of length exactly 8. Pairs of partitions whose (m,n)-
overlap equals λ may be viewed as staircase walks in an n×m rectangle whose steps
are labeled by the parts of λ. Let us consider the following diagram of a labeled
staircase walk π in a 5× 3 rectangle:
42
2221
00
We always walk down stairs that connect the top-right and the bottom-left corners
of a rectangle. By means of this diagram, we can now describe the pair of partitions
µ, ν that correspond to the staircase walk π, thus giving an example of overlap. In
fact, we will visualize the two partitions with the help of Ferrers diagrams, which
are defined on page 4. The partition µ is specified by the diagram on the right-hand
side:
4
2
0
7→
4 additional boxes
2 additional boxes
In words, the labels attached to the vertical steps of π indicate how many boxes
must be added to each row of the Ferrers diagram consisting of the boxes that lie
above π in order to obtain the Ferrers diagram of the partition µ. We thus get
µ = (9, 6, 1). An analogous construction gives the Ferrers diagram of ν:
2
221
0
7→ adjust orientation7−−−−−−−−−−−→
The only difference is that the resulting collection of boxes needs to be rotated by
180 degrees and then transposed to adjust their orientation. We conclude that the
(3, 5)-overlap of the partitions µ = (9, 6, 1) and ν = (4, 3, 3, 2) is λ = (4, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1);
in symbols, µ ⋆m,n ν = λ. In brief, the (3, 5)-overlap of a pair of partitions encodes
which boxes must be deleted in order to assemble the diagrams of both partitions
into a 5 × 3 rectangle, i.e. it keeps track of where the two partitions overlap. In
addition, we define the sign of an overlap to be (−1) to the power of the number
of boxes below the staircase walk that corresponds to it. In our example the sign
is thus given by ε(µ, ν) = (−1)5. One application of this visualization for two
overlapping partitions is a new proof of the dual Cauchy identity.
1.1. Structure of this paper. In Section 2, we give the required background on
partitions, Schur functions and Littlewood-Schur functions. In Section 3, we in-
troduce the formal definition of overlap and then use Laplace expansion to derive
two overlap identities for Littlewood-Schur functions. Section 4 contains two visual
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characterizations for the set of all pairs of partitions with the same overlap. Ap-
plying these visualizations to the second overlap identity results in more overlap
identities, which are listed in Section 5.
2. Background and notation
Before presenting the required combinatorial background, let us fix some general
notation: we use the symbol
△
= to denote an equality between the quantities on its
left-hand side and its right-hand side which defines the quantity on its left-hand
side. Furthermore, LHS/RHS always denotes the left-hand/right-hand side of the
equality under consideration.
2.1. Sequences and sets of variables. Throughout this paper a sequence will
be a finite enumeration of elements, such as X = (X1, . . . ,Xn). Its length is the
number of its elements, denoted by l(X ) = n. A subsequence Y of X is a sequence
given by Yk = Xnk where 1 ≤ n1 < n2 < · · · ≤ n is an increasing sequence of
indices; in other words, if K is a subsequence of [n] = (1, 2, . . . , n), then the K-
subsequence of X is given by XK =
(
XK1 , . . . ,XKl(K)
)
. We denote the complement
of a subsequence Y ⊂ X by X \ Y ⊂ X . The union of two sequences X ∪ Y
is obtained by appending Y to X ; we sometimes add subscripts to indicate the
lengths of the two sequences in question. All other operations on sequences, such
as addition, are understood to be element wise.
For sequences whose elements lie in a ring, we define the following two functions:
∆(X ) =
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(Xi −Xj) and ∆(X ;Y) =
∏
x∈X ,y∈Y
(x− y).
If two sequences X and Y of the same length are equal up to reordering their
elements, we write X
sort
= Y. In that case ∆(X ) = ε(σ)∆(Y), where ε(σ) is the
sign of the sorting permutation σ with the property that σ(X ) = Y. We implicitly
view all sets of variables as sequences but for simplicity of notation we will not fix
the order of the variables explicitly. It is important, however, to stick to one order
throughout a computation or within a formula.
2.2. Partitions. A partition is a non-increasing sequence λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) of non-
negative integers, called parts. If two partitions only differ by a sequence of zeros,
we regard them as equal. By an abuse of notation, we say that the length of a
partition is the length of the subsequence that consists of its positive parts. The
size of a partition λ is the sum of its parts, denoted |λ|.
The Ferrers diagram of a partition λ is defined as the set of points (i, j) ∈ Z×Z
such that 1 ≤ i ≤ λj ; it is often convenient to replace the points by square boxes.
Turn to page 13 for some examples of Ferrers diagrams. We use the non-standard
convention that for any partition λ and any non-negative integer i, (i, 0) ∈ λ and
(0, i) ∈ λ, although the Ferrers diagram of λ only contains points with strictly
positive coordinates. Similarly, we define the 0-th part of any partition to be
infinitely large. This counter-intuitive usage will allow us to avoid case analysis
during later computations. Given two partitions κ and λ, we say that κ is a subset
of λ if their Ferrers diagrams satisfy that containment relation. Note that κ ⊂ λ is
our shorthand for both subset and subsequence. It will be clear from the context
whether we view κ and λ as sequences or diagrams. For instance, we will study
subsets of partitions whose Ferrers diagram are rectangular – not subsequences of
constant sequences. We denote by 〈mn〉 the partition (m, . . . ,m) of length n, whose
Ferrers diagram is a rectangle.
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The conjugate partition λ′ of λ is given by the condition that the Ferrers diagram
of λ′ is the transpose of the Ferrers diagram of λ, e.g. the conjugate of (5, 5, 2) is
(3, 3, 2, 2, 2). We note for later reference that if the union of two partitions µ and
ν is a partition, then (µ ∪ ν)′ = µ′ + ν′.
2.3. Schur functions. We briefly present symmetric polynomials and Schur func-
tions, following the conventions of Macdonald [Mac95]. For each non-negative in-
teger r, the r-th elementary symmetric polynomial is defined by
er(X ) =
∑
Y⊂X :
l(Y)=r
∏
y∈Y
y.
We observe that for any set of variables X , the l(X )-th elementary polynomial
el(X )(X ) is just the product of all elements of X . This observation motivates the
following non-standard notation:
e(X ) =
∏
x∈X
x.(2.1)
The elementary polynomials are called symmetric because they are invariant under
permutations of the elements of X . In this context, Schur functions are another
family of symmetric polynomials, indexed by partitions.
Definition 2.1 (Schur functions). Let λ be a partition and X a set of pairwise
distinct variables of length n. If l(λ) > n, then sλ(X ) = 0; otherwise,
sλ(X ) =
det
(
xλj+n−j
)
x∈X ,1≤j≤n
∆(X )
.
This definition can be extended to sets of variables that contain repetitions given
that the polynomial ∆(X ) is a divisor of the determinant in the numerator.
Using that the determinant is multilinear, one quickly checks that the Schur
function sλ(X ) is homogeneous of degree |λ|. The multilinearity of determinants
also entails that for any set X consisting of exactly n variables,
sλ+〈mn〉(X ) = e(X )
msλ(X ).(2.2)
2.4. Littlewood-Schur functions.
Definition 2.2 (Littlewood-Schur functions). Let X and Y be two sets of variables.
For any partition λ, define
LSλ(X ;Y) =
∑
µ,ν
cλµνsµ(X )sν′ (Y)
where cλµν are Littlewood-Richardson coefficients; their definition can be found in
[Mac95, p. 142].
We will not work with the combinatorial definition of Littlewood-Schur functions.
Instead, the identities for Littlewood-Schur functions described in Section 3.1 are
based on a determinantal formula for Littlewood-Schur functions discovered by
Moens and Van der Jeugt [MdJ03]. In order to state their result, we need to
introduce the notion of an index of a partition.
Definition 2.3 (index of a partition). The (m,n)-index of a partition λ is the largest
(possibly negative) integer k ≤ min{m,n} that satisfies (m+ 1− k, n+1− k) 6∈ λ.
Making use of the convention introduced in Section 2.2, it is equivalent to define
the (m,n)-index of λ as the smallest integer k so that (m− k, n− k) ∈ λ.
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It is worth noting that this definition is not equivalent to the definition used in
[MdJ03]. They work with a similar notion of index except that it is not invariant
under conjugation.
Given the Ferrers diagram of a partition λ, its (m,n)-index can be read off
visually: If (m,n) 6∈ λ, then k is the side of the largest square with bottom-right
corner (m,n) that fits next to the diagram of the partition λ. If (m,n) ∈ λ, then
−k is the side of the largest square with top-left corner (m,n) that fits inside the
diagram of λ. Let us illustrate this by a sketch: the area colored in gray is the
diagram of the partition λ = (7, 4, 2, 2).
(3,5)
(6,3)
(2,1)
•
•
•
k
k
−k
We see that the (6, 3)-index of λ is 2, its (3, 5)-index is 1, and its (2, 1)-index is −1.
Theorem 2.4 (determinantal formula for Littlewood-Schur functions, adapted
from [MdJ03]). Let X and Y be sets of variables of length n and m, respectively,
so that the elements of X ∪ Y are pairwise distinct. Let λ be a partition with
(m,n)-index k. If k is negative, then LSλ(−X ;Y) = 0; otherwise,
LSλ(−X ;Y) = ε(λ)
∆(Y;X )
∆(X )∆(Y)
× det


(
(x− y)−1
)
x∈X
y∈Y
(
xλj+n−m−j
)
x∈X
1≤j≤n−k(
yλ
′
i+m−n−i
)
1≤i≤m−k
y∈Y
0


where ε(λ) = (−1)|λ[n−k]|(−1)mk(−1)k(k−1)/2.
Clearly, the sign ε(λ) does not only depend on the partition λ, but also on the
lengths of the sets of variables X and Y. However, the additional parameters m
and n are omitted for simplicity of notation. Owing to this determinantal formula,
it becomes a linear algebra exercise to check basic properties of Littlewood-Schur
functions, such as that LSλ(−X ;Y) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree |λ|,
which possesses the property that LSλ′(X ;Y) = LSλ(Y;X ). In addition, it fol-
lows easily that Littlewood-Schur functions are symmetric in both sets of variables
separately; more precisely, LSλ(−X ; ∅) = sλ(−X ) and LSλ(∅;Y) = sλ′(Y). Theo-
rem 2.4 also allows us to give new elementary proofs for some old results, such a
special case of Littlewood’s formula for Littlewood-Schur functions whose partition
is a square.
Corollary 2.5 ([Lit36]). Let X and Y be sets of variables with n and m elements,
respectively. For any integer l ≥ 0,
LS〈(m+l)n〉(−X ;Y) = e(−X )
l∆(Y;X ).(2.3)
In this proof we will omit obvious subscripts, such as x ∈ X , as they clutter
up the block matrices unnecessarily. Throughout this paper we take the liberty of
omitting similarly intuitive subscripts during proofs whenever we feel that they are
more hindrance than help.
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Proof. First suppose that the elements of X ∪ Y are pairwise distinct. Given that
the (m,n)-index of the partition 〈(m+ l)n〉 is 0,
LS〈(m+l)n〉(−X ;Y) = (−1)
(m+l)n ∆(Y;X )
∆(X )∆(Y)
det
(
(x− y)−1
(
xn+l−j
)
1≤j≤n(
ym−i
)
1≤i≤m
0
)
.
The two off-diagonal blocks in the matrix are squares. Hence,
LS〈(m+l)n〉(−X ;Y) = (−1)
(m+l)n+mn ∆(Y;X )
∆(X )∆(Y)
× det
(
xn+l−j
)
1≤j≤n
det
(
ym−i
)
1≤i≤m
.
Using that the determinant is multilinear, we infer that both determinants are
essentially Vandermonde determinants, which cancel with ∆(X ) and ∆(Y), respec-
tively. This allows us to conclude that
LS〈(m+l)n〉(−X ;Y) = (−1)
ln∆(Y;X )e(X )l = ∆(Y;X )e(−X )l .
If the elements of X ∪ Y are not pairwise distinct, the equality in (2.3) is a direct
consequence of the fact that both sides are polynomials in X ∪ Y, which agree on
infinitely many points. 
3. Laplace expansion for Littlewood-Schur functions
In this section we present two equalities on Littlewood-Schur functions which are
based on the Laplace expansion of determinants. Let us quickly recall this classical
result from linear algebra. For an n × n matrix A = (aij) and two subsequences
I, J ⊂ [n], we need the following notation:
AIJ = (aij) i∈I
j∈J
and its complement AI¯J¯ = (aij) i6∈I
j 6∈J
.
Lemma 3.1 (Laplace expansion). Let A be an n × n matrix. For a subsequence
K ⊂ [n], the determinant of A can be expanded in the two following ways:
(1) det(A) =
∑
J⊂[n]:
l(J)=l(K)
ε(σ(K, J)) det (AKJ ) det (AK¯J¯ )
(2) det(A) =
∑
I⊂[n]:
l(I)=l(K)
ε(σ(I,K)) det (AIK) det (AI¯K¯)
where ε(σ(I, J)) is the sign of the permutation σ(I, J) ∈ Sn given by the conditions
that σ(I) = J (and thus σ(I¯) = J¯) and that σ respects the relative order of the
indices in I and J as well as in I¯ and J¯ .
3.1. Two overlap identities for Littlewood-Schur functions. Before stating
and proving the first and the second overlap identity, we formally introduce the
notion of overlapping two partitions.
Definition 3.2 (overlap). For any positive integer n, we define the partition ρn
by ρn = (n − 1, . . . , 1, 0); for n = 0, we use the convention that ρ0 is the empty
partition. Let µ, ν be partitions of length at most m and n, respectively. The
(m,n)-overlap of µ and ν, denoted µ ⋆m,n ν, is the partition that satisfies
µ ⋆m,n ν + ρm+n
sort
= (µ+ ρm) ∪ (ν + ρn)(3.1)
if it exists; otherwise, we set µ ⋆m,n ν = ∞. Here, ∞ is just a symbol with the
property that LS∞(X ;Y) = 0 for any sets of variables X and Y, i.e. it symbolizes
a partition that contains the rectangle
〈
(m+ 1)n+1
〉
for any pair of non-negative
integers m and n.
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If the condition in (3.1) is satisfied, then the sign of the overlap, which we denote
by εm,n(µ, ν), is just the sign of the corresponding sorting permutation; otherwise,
we set the sign equal to 1. This notion is well defined because, unless the (m,n)-
overlap of µ and ν is infinity, the sequence on the left-hand side in (3.1) is strictly
decreasing. If the parameters m,n are clear from the context, they are sometimes
omitted.
Theorem 3.3 (first overlap identity). Let X and Y be sets of variables with n and
m elements, respectively, so that X consists of pairwise distinct elements. Let λ be
a partition with (m,n)-index k. If λ[n−k] is the (l, n− k− l)-overlap of µ and ν for
some integer 0 ≤ l ≤ min{n− k, n} and some partitions µ and ν, then
(3.2) LSλ(−X ;Y) =∑
S,T ⊂X :
S∪l,n−lT
sort
= X
εl,n−k−l(µ, ν)LSµ+〈kl〉(−S;Y)LSν∪λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... )(−T ;Y)
∆(T ;S)
.
Proof. In a first step, suppose that the variables in X ∪Y are also pairwise distinct,
making the determinantal formula for Littlewood-Schur functions applicable. The
proof boils down to writing all Littlewood-Schur functions as determinants, and
then using Laplace expansion to show that the left-hand side and the right-hand
side in (3.2) are indeed equal.
Using the definitions of both overlap and index, we determine the relevant indices
of the partitions that appear on the right-hand side in (3.2): The (m, l)-index of
the partition µ+
〈
kl
〉
is 0 since µl + k ≥ λn−k + k ≥ m− k+ k = m. Furthermore,
the fact that
νn−l−k ≥ λn−k ≥ m− k and
(
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... )
)
n−l−k+1
= λn+1−k ≤ m− k
implies that the (m,n − l)-index of ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... ) is still k. In particular, both
sides of the equation in (3.2) vanish whenever k is negative. Otherwise, Theorem 2.4
states that the right-hand side in (3.2) equals
RHS =
∑
S,T ⊂X :
S∪l,n−lT
sort
= X
εl,n−k−l(µ, ν)ε
(
µ+
〈
kl
〉)
ε
(
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... )
)
×
∆(Y;S)∆(Y; T )
∆(T ;S)∆(S)∆(T )∆(Y)2
× det


(
(s− y)−1
) (
sµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j≤l(
y(µ+〈k
l〉)′
i
+m−l−i
)
1≤i≤m
0

(3.3)
× det


(
(t− y)−1
) (
tνj+n−l−m−j
)
1≤j≤n−l−k(
y(ν∪λ(n+1−k,... ))
′
i
+m−n+l−i
)
1≤i≤m−k
0

 .(3.4)
Focusing on the bottom-left block of the matrix in line (3.4), we observe that for
1 ≤ i ≤ m− k, the exponent of y in the i-th row is
exponenti(y)
△
=
(
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... )
)′
i
+ l +m− n− i
= ν′i + l +
(
λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... )
)′
i
+m− n− i.
As (m− k, n− l− k) ∈ ν and ν′1 = l(ν) ≤ n− l− k, we infer that ν
′
i = n− l− k for
1 ≤ i ≤ m− k:
exponenti(y) = n− k +
(
λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... )
)′
i
+m− n− i.
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Finally, the fact that (m− k, n− k) ∈ λ allows us to simplify this expression to
exponenti(y) = λ
′
i +m− n− i.
Focusing on the determinant in line (3.3), we first remark that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ m,(
µ+
〈
kl
〉)′
i
= l because (m, l) ∈ µ+
〈
kl
〉
and µ′1 = l(µ) ≤ l. Hence,
determinant
△
= det


(
(s− y)−1
) (
sµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j≤l(
y(µ+〈k
l〉)′
i
+m−l−i
)
1≤i≤m
0


= det
( (
(s− y)−1
) (
sµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j≤l(
ym−i
)
1≤i≤m
0
)
.
As the off-diagonal blocks are squares, expanding the determinant yields
determinant = (−1)ml det
(
sµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j≤l
det
(
ym−i
)
1≤i≤m
= (−1)ml det
(
sµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j≤l
∆(Y).
In sum, the right-hand side in (3.2) is equal to the following simplified determinantal
expression:
RHS = (−1)mlεl,n−k−l(µ, ν)ε
(
µ+
〈
kl
〉)
ε
(
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... )
) ∆(Y;X )
∆(Y)
×
∑
S,T ⊂X :
S∪l,n−lT
sort
= X
1
∆(T ;S)∆(S)∆(T )
det
(
sµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j≤l
× det


(
(t− y)−1
) (
tνj+n−l−m−j
)
1≤j≤n−l−k(
yλ
′
i+m−n−i
)
1≤i≤m−k
0

 .
Notice that ∆(T ;S)∆(S)∆(T ) is equal to ∆(X ) up to a sign that measures the
number of inversions with respect to the order on X . Hence, Lemma 3.1 allows us
to view this sum over S and T as a Laplace expansion of one determinant:
RHS = (−1)ml+l(n+m−l)εl,n−k−l(µ, ν)ε
(
µ+
〈
kl
〉)
ε
(
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... )
)
×
∆(Y;X )
∆(X )∆(Y)
× det


(
(x− y)−1
) (
xµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j,
j≤l
(
xνj+n−l−m−j
)
1≤j,
j≤n−l−k(
yλ
′
i+m−n−i
)
1≤i,
i≤m−k
0 0

.
(3.5)
The condition that λ[n−k] = µ ⋆l,n−k−l ν entails that permuting the n − k last
columns results in
RHS = (−1)l(n−l)ε
(
µ+
〈
kl
〉)
ε
(
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... )
)
ε(λ)LSλ(−X ;Y)
through another application of Theorem 2.4. Under the additional assumption
that the variables in X ∪ Y are pairwise distinct, the equality in (3.2) is thus an
immediate consequence of the fact that the signs cancel each other out. If we permit
that X ∪Y contains repetitions, it suffices to remark that for a fixed set of variables
X , both sides of the equation in (3.2) are polynomials in Y. 
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Remark 3.4. In case the sorting of the overlap is the identity, the equation in (3.2)
reads
LSλ(−X ;Y) =
∑
S,T ⊂X :
S∪l,n−lT
sort
= X
LSλ[l]+〈(n−l)l〉(−S;Y)LSλ(l+1,l+2,... )(−T ;Y)
∆(T ;S)
(3.6)
for any integer 0 ≤ l ≤ min{n− k, n}.
This specialization of Theorem 3.3 is a slight generalization of Proposition 8 in
[BG06]. In fact, they prove equality (3.6) under the assumption that λl ≥ λl+1+m
(and l ≤ n). Their assumption in stronger than ours: it entails that l ≤ n−k where
k stands for the (m,n)-index of λ. Indeed, if k ≥ 1, then λi ≤ m − k < m for all
i > n − k but λl ≥ m. Bump and Gamburd’s proof is an induction over m based
on Pieri’s formula.
Independently of [BG06], Lemma 5.4 in [MdJ03] also states equality (3.6) but
without any assumptions on λ. Moreover, their proof is also an induction based on
Pieri’s formula. However, it is possible to construct counter-examples to their claim
when l > n − k: let us fix n = 2 and m = 3, then λ = (1, 1, 1) has (m,n)-index
k = 2. Setting l = 1, one computes that
LS(1,1,1)(−x1,−x2; y1, y2, y3) =∑
S,T ⊂(x1,x2):
S∪1,1T
sort
= (x1,x2)
LS(1)+(1)(−S; y1, y2, y3)LS(1,1)(−T ; y1, y2, y3)
∆(T ;S)
+ y1y2y3
despite the fact that equation (3.6) does not predict the additional term y1y2y3.
The main theorem in [MdJ03] still holds because they provide several independent
proofs.
Corollary 3.5. Let µ, ν be partitions and X , Y sets of variables with n and m
elements, respectively, so that the elements of X are pairwise distinct. Fix an
integer l(µ) ≤ l ≤ n and let k denote the (m,n− l)-index of ν. If l ≤ n− k and the
(m, l)-index of µ+
〈
kl
〉
is 0, then
(3.7) LS(µ⋆l,n−l−kν[n−l−k])∪ν(n+1−l−k,... )(−X ;Y) =∑
S,T ⊂X :
S∪l,n−lT
sort
= X
ε
(
µ, ν[n−l−k]
)
LSµ+〈kl〉(−S;Y)LSν(−T ;Y)
∆(T ;S)
.
Proof. First suppose that there exists a partition λ with the property that
λ =
(
µ ⋆l,n−l−k ν[n−l−k]
)
∪ ν(n+1−l−k,... ).
It is easy to check that the (m,n)-index of λ is k. Hence, the equality in (3.7) is a
direct consequence of Theorem 3.3.
Second suppose that µ⋆l,n−l−kν[n−l−k] =∞. On the one hand, the left-hand side
in (3.7) vanishes by definition. On the other hand, condition (3.1) implies that there
exist 1 ≤ p ≤ l and 1 ≤ q ≤ n− l−k such that µp+ l−p = α = νq+n− l−k−q. If k
is negative, the right-hand side in (3.7) also vanishes. If k ≥ 0, the right-hand side
in (3.7) is equal to the following determinantal expression, owing to the arguments
used to justify that the right-hand side in (3.2) is equal to (3.5):
RHS = ±
∆(Y;X )
∆(X )∆(Y)
× det
((
(x− y)−1
) (
xµj+k+l−m−j
)
1≤j≤l
(
xνj+n−l−m−j
)
1≤j≤n−l−k
∗ 0 0
)
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where ∗ stands for some block that is not relevant here. Given that
µp + k + l −m− p = α+ k −m = νq + n− l −m− q,
we conclude that the matrix contains two identical columns, which means that the
right-hand side in (3.7) also vanishes. 
Theorem 3.6 (second overlap identity). Let 0 ≤ l ≤ min{n− k, n}. Let S, T and
Y be sets containing l, n − l and m variables, respectively, so that ∆(Y) 6= 0 and
∆(S; T ) 6= 0. Suppose that k is the (m,n)-index of a partition λ, then
LSλ(−(S ∪ T );Y) =
min{l,m}∑
p=0
∑
U ,V⊂Y:
U∪p,m−pV
sort
= Y
∑
µ,ν:
µ⋆l−p,n−k−l+pν=λ[n−k]
∆(V ;S)∆(T ;U)
∆(V ;U)∆(T ;S)
× ε(µ, ν)LSµ−〈(m−k)l−p〉(−S;U)LSν∪λ(n+1−k,... )(−T ;V).
(3.8)
It is worth noting that for any partition ν that appears in the sum the union
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... ) is again a partition. Indeed, the fact that the (l− p, n− k − l+ p)-
overlap of µ and ν is λ[n−k] implies that there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ n− k so that
νn−k−l+p = λi + n− k − i ≥ λn−k.
Proof. We remark that if µ ⋆l−p,n−k−l+p ν = λ[n−k], then the (m − p, n− l)-index
of the partition ν ∪λ(n+1−k,... ) is k− p. Indeed, recalling that k is the (m,n)-index
of λ allows us to infer that(
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... )
)
n−l−(k−p)
= νn−k−l+p ≥ λn−k ≥ m− k
and (
ν ∪ λ(n+1−k,... )
)
n−l−(k−p)+1
= λn−k+1 ≤ m− k.
Therefore, both sides of the equation in (3.8) vanish whenever k is negative. To
prove equality for non-negative k, we first suppose that the variables in S ∪ T ∪ Y
are pairwise distinct. According to Theorem 2.4, the left-hand side in (3.8) can be
written as
LHS = ε(λ)
∆(Y;S ∪ T )
∆(S ∪ T )∆(Y)
det


(
(s− y)−1
) (
sλj+n−m−j
)
1≤j≤n−k(
(t− y)−1
) (
tλj+n−m−j
)
1≤j≤n−k(
yλ
′
i+m−n−i
)
1≤i≤m−k
0

 .
Let us expand the determinant along the first l rows by applying Lemma 3.1. This
results in a signed sum over all subsets of the m first columns and the n − k last
columns, respectively, that contain exactly l columns in total. The sum over the m
first columns corresponds to dividing Y into two subsequences, while the sum over
the n−k last columns (essentially) corresponds to dividing λ into two subpartitions:
LHS = ε(λ)
∆(Y;S)∆(Y; T )
∆(S ∪ T )∆(Y)
×
min{l,m}∑
p=0
∑
U ,V⊂Y:
U∪p,m−pV
sort
= Y
∑
µ,ν:
µ⋆l−p,n−k−l+pν=λ[n−k]
ε(µ, ν)∆(Y)(−1)(m−p)(l−p)
∆(U)∆(V)∆(U ;V)
× det
((
(s− u)−1
) (
s(µj−(m−k))+l−p−j
)
1≤j≤l−p
)
× det


(
(t− v)−1
) (
tνj+(n−l)−(m−p)−j
)
1≤j≤n−k−l+p(
vλ
′
i+m−n−i
)
1≤i≤m−k
0

 .
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Notice that µ−
〈
(m− k)l−p
〉
is a partition since µl−p−(m−k) ≥ λn−k−(m−k) ≥ 0.
Moreover, the same inequality shows that the (p, l)-index of this partition is p. In
addition, the fact that (m− k, n− k) ∈ λ and (m− k, n− l− k+ p) ∈ ν entails that
for 1 ≤ i ≤ m− k, λ′i =
(
ν ∪ λ(n−k+1,... )
)′
i
+ l− p. Hence, Theorem 2.4 states that
LHS = ε(λ)
∆(Y;S)∆(Y; T )
∆(S ∪ T )
×
min{l,m}∑
p=0
∑
U ,V⊂Y:
U∪p,m−pV
sort
= Y
∑
µ,ν:
µ⋆l−p,n−k−l+pν=λ[n−k]
ε(µ, ν)(−1)(m−p)(l−p)
∆(U)∆(V)∆(U ;V)
× ε
(
µ−
〈
(m− k)l−p
〉) ∆(S)∆(U)
∆(U ;S)
LSµ−〈(m−k)l−p〉(−S;U)
× ε
(
ν ∪ λ(n−k+1,... )
) ∆(T )∆(V)
∆(V ; T )
LSν∪λ(n−k+1,... )(−T ;V).
Combining the different factors in front of the Littlewood-Schur functions gives the
desired equality. If we weaken the assumption that S ∪ T ∪ Y consist of pairwise
distinct elements to the condition that ∆(Y) 6= 0 and ∆(S; T ) 6= 0, the equality in
(3.8) still holds as ∆(T ;S)×LHS and ∆(T ;S)×RHS are polynomials in S ∪T for
any fixed set of variables Y. 
3.2. Laplace expansion for Schur functions. Given that sλ(X ) = LSλ(X ; ∅),
any Schur function may be viewed as a specialization of a Littlewood-Schur function.
The first and second overlap identities look much neater when specialized to Schur
functions. The primary reason why these statements simplify so drastically is that
the (0, n)-index of any partition with length less than n is equal to 0. Specializing
Corollary 3.5 to Schur functions gives the following identity.
Corollary 3.7 (first overlap identity for Schur functions, [Deh12]). Let the set X
consist of m+ n pairwise distinct variables. For any pair of partitions µ and ν of
lengths at most m and n, respectively, it holds that
sµ⋆m,nν(X ) =
∑
S,T ⊂X :
S∪m,nT
sort
= X
ε(µ, ν)sµ(S)sν(T )
∆(S; T )
.
Corollary 3.7 is nothing more than a reformulation of Lemma 5 in [Deh12]. The
only notable difference is that Dehaye does not introduce the notion of overlapping
two partitions. In fact, Dehaye’s lemma was the starting point for this paper.
Interestingly, the case µm ≥ ν1+n (i.e. when the sorting algorithm is the identity)
appears independently in both [BG06] and [MdJ03] with essentially identical proofs.
The following corollary to Theorem 3.6 is obtained by setting Y = ∅.
Corollary 3.8 (second overlap identity for Schur functions). Let λ be a partition
and let S and T be sets consisting ofm and n variables, respectively. If ∆(S; T ) 6= 0,
then
sλ(S ∪ T ) =
∑
µ,ν:
µ⋆m,nν=λ
ε(µ, ν)sµ(S)sν(T )
∆(S; T )
.
4. Visualizing the overlap of two partitions
In this section we present two visual interpretations for overlapping partitions.
Both visualizations characterize the set of all pairs of partitions whose overlaps
are equal by identifying their Ferrers diagrams with some part of the diagram of a
so-called staircase walk.
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Definition 4.1 (staircase walks). A staircase walk is a lattice walk that only uses
west and south steps. Let P(n,m) be the set of all staircase walks going from the
top-right to the bottom-left corner of an n × m rectangle. For a staircase walk
π ∈ P(n,m), µ(π) ⊂ 〈nm〉 denotes the partition whose Ferrers diagram lies above
π, while ν(π) ⊂ 〈nm〉 denotes the partition whose Ferrers diagram (rotated by 180
degrees) lies below π. In addition, V (π) and H(π) denote the sequences of all times
of vertical and horizontal steps of π, respectively.
Example. The staircase walk π ∈ P(6, 3) cuts the 6× 3 rectangle into the following
two partitions: µ(π) = (5, 5, 2) and ν(π) = (4, 1, 1).
π = µ(π) = ν(π) =
We further see that V (π) = (2, 3, 7) and H(π) = (1, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9).
4.1. Labeled staircase walks. Our first visualization for the overlap of two par-
titions is based on the following lemma, which provides a non-visual description for
the two partitions µ(π) and ν(π) associated to any staircase walk π.
Lemma 4.2. Let π ∈ P(n,m), then µ(π) and ν(π) are the unique partitions that
satisfy the following two equations:
µ(π) + ρm = (ρm+n)V (π) and ν(π)
′ + ρn = (ρm+n)H(π).
Proof. This proof reproduces arguments from [Mac95, p. 3]. Consider the following
diagram of a staircase walk π ∈ P(n,m) and the corresponding partition µ(π)
(colored in gray):
m
n
We see that for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, V (π)i = i+n−(µ(π))i. Let us illustrate this observation
for i = 2:
i
n− (µ(π))i
In consequence,
m+ n− V (π)i = m+ n− (i+ n− (µ(π))i) = m− i+ (µ(π))i,
which shows the first equality. By symmetry the analogue holds for ν(π)′. 
Proposition 4.3. For a fixed partition λ of length at most m+n, there is a 1-to-1
correspondence between P(n,m) and {(µ, ν) : µ ⋆m,n ν = λ} given by
π 7→
(
µ(π) + λV (π), ν(π)
′ + λH(π)
)
.(4.1)
Moreover, εm,n
(
µ(π) + λV (π), ν(π)
′ + λH(π)
)
= (−1)|ν(π)| = (−1)mn−|µ(π)|.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2,(
µ(π) + λV (π) + ρm
)
∪
(
ν(π)′ + λH(π) + ρn
)
= (ρm+n + λ)V (π) ∪ (ρm+n + λ)H(π)
sort
= λ+ ρm+n,
which implies that the map given in (4.1) is well defined. We further see that the
sign of the sorting permutation, say σ, only depends on the timing of the vertical
steps of π. In fact, the identity permutation corresponds to the first m steps of
π being vertical, and thus ν(π) being the empty partition. Removing a box from
the Ferrers diagram of µ(π) and adding it to the diagram of ν(π) corresponds to
composing σ with a transposition, i.e. multiplying its sign by (−1).
We show that the map in (4.1) is bijective by giving its inverse. Let µ, ν be a
pair of partitions whose (m,n)-overlap is λ. By definition, there exists a pair of
subsequences V , H ⊂ [m+ n] with V ∪m,n H = [m+ n] such that
µ+ ρm = (λ+ ρm+n)V and ν + ρn = (λ+ ρm+n)H .
If π ∈ P(n,m) denotes the staircase walk determined by V (π) = V and H(π) = H ,
then Lemma 4.2 implies that µ = µ(π)+λV (π) and ν = ν(π)
′+λH(π), which allows
us to conclude that π is the preimage of the pair µ, ν. 
Example 4.4. Let us fix m = 3, n = 6 and a partition λ = (7, 4, 3, 3, 3, 1) of length
less than m + n. Proposition 4.3 tells us that any staircase walk π ∈ P(n,m)
corresponds to a pair of partitions whose (m,n)-overlap equals λ. In order to
visualize this correspondence, consider the following diagram of a staircase walk
π ∈ P(6, 3) labeled by the partition λ:
7
4
3331
000
Under the map defined in (4.1), π is sent to the pair of partitions
(µ, ν) =
(
µ(π) + λV (π), ν(π)
′ + λH(π)
)
= ((5, 5, 2) + (4, 3), (3, 1, 1, 1) + (7, 3, 3, 1)) = ((9, 8, 2), (10, 4, 4, 2)).
Recalling that the parts of µ(π) (or ν(π)′) correspond to the rows of boxes above
the staircase walk (or columns below the staircase walk), these numbers are easy to
see in the diagram: for each part of µ(π) (or ν(π)′), the label of the corresponding
step of π indicates the number of boxes that must be added to the row (or column)
to obtain the corresponding part of µ (or ν).
The visualization of overlap explained in this example also provides a framework
for visualizing pairs of partitions whose overlap is infinity. We recall that the
(m,n)-overlap of two partitions, say µ and ν, is infinity if and only if the sequence
(µ+ ρm) ∪ (ν + ρn) contains repetitions. The visualization of this case makes use
of the notion of quasi-partitions.
Definition 4.5 (quasi-partition). Let π ∈ P(n,m). We call a sequence α of length
m + n a quasi-partition associated to the staircase walk π if it satisfies all of the
following conditions:
(1) the elements of α are possibly negative integers but αm+n ≥ 0;
(2) there is no index i so that αi−1 < αi < αi+1;
(3) if i, i+ 1 ∈ V (π) (or i, i+ 1 ∈ H(π)), then αi+1 ≤ αi;
(4) if i ∈ V (π) and i+ 1 ∈ H(π) (or vice versa), then αi+1 ≤ αi + 1.
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We remark that a sequence of length m + n is a partition if and only if it is a
quasi-partition associated to all staircase walks in P(n,m) – unless m = 1 = n. In
case m = 1 = n, a partition of length at most 2 is still a quasi-partition associated
to all staircase walks in P(n,m), but the converse does not hold.
Proposition 4.6. Let m and n be non-negative integers. The (m,n)-overlap of
two partitions µ and ν is equal to infinity if and only if there exist a staircase walk
π ∈ P(n,m) and a quasi-partition α associated to π with the properties that α is
not a partition, µ = µ(π) + αV (π) and ν = ν(π)
′ + αH(π).
Example. Let us illustrate this visualization for partitions whose overlap is infinity
on a concrete example. The first diagram depicts a staircase walk π ∈ P(6, 3)
labeled by a quasi-partition α associated to π.
42
311-1
-100
As in the preceding example, the label of each step of π indicates the number of
boxes that must be added to or removed from the corresponding row of µ(π) (or
column of ν(π)′) to obtain the diagram of the partition µ (or ν):
µ = ν =
Using the formal definition of overlap, we compute that
µ ⋆3,6 ν = (10, 8, 1) ⋆3,6 (4, 2, 2) =∞
since 8 + 1 = 4 + 5.
Proof of Proposition 4.6. Fix a staircase walk π ∈ P(n,m) and a quasi-partition α
associated to π with the property that α is not a partition. First we show that the
sequence µ = µ(π)+αV (π) is a partition. For any index 1 ≤ p ≤ m− 1, µp+1 ≤ µp:
if V (π)p+1 = V (π)p+1, the third property listed in the definition of quasi-partition
implies that
µp+1 = µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p+1 = µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p+1
≤ µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p = µ(π)p + αV (π)p = µp;
if V (π)p+1 = V (π)p + q+1 for some q ≥ 2, the combining the third and the fourth
property implies that
µp+1 = µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p+1 = µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p+q+1
≤ µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p + 2 = µ(π)p − q + αV (π)p + 2 ≤ µp;
if V (π)p+1 = V (π)p + 2, combining the second and the fourth property allows us
to infer that
µp+1 = µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p+1 = µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p+2
≤ µ(π)p+1 + αV (π)p + 1 = µ(π)p − 1 + αV (π)p + 1 = µp.
It also follows that µm ≥ 0: if V (π)m = m+ n, the first property implies that
µm = µ(π)m + αV (π)m ≥ µ(π)m = 0;
if V (π)m < m+n, the first, third and fourth properties entail that α(V (π))m ≥ −1
and thus that
µm = µ(π)m + αV (π)m ≥ µ(π)m − 1 ≥ 0.
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We conclude that µ is indeed a partition. An analogous argument shows that the
sequence ν = ν(π)′ + αH(π) is also a partition.
Second we show that the (m,n)-overlap of µ and ν is infinity by constructing a
pair of indices 1 ≤ p ≤ m and 1 ≤ q ≤ n so that µp + m − p = νq + n − q. By
assumption, α is not a partition, which a priori means that the quasi-partition α
contains a strictly negative element or a strict increase. However, the condition
that the last element of α be non-negative allows us to infer that α must contain
a strict increase. More precisely, there exists an index 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n − 1 so that
αi+1 = αi + 1. According to the third and the fourth property, i ∈ V (π) and
i+1 ∈ H(π) (or vice versa). As the two cases are exact analogues, we may assume
the first case. Let us introduce p and q by means of an annotated diagram of a
possible staircase walk π:
p
m
n
q
(i+ 1)-th step with label αi+1
i-th step with label αi
We see that
µp +m− p = µ(π)p + αV (π)p +m− p = n− q + 1 + αi +m− p
νq + n− q = ν(π)
′
q + αH(π)q + n− q = m− p+ αi+1 + n− q.
By construction, αi+1 = αi+1, from which we conclude one direction of implication
in the equivalence to be shown.
In order to show the other direction, fix a pair of partitions, say µ and ν, whose
(m,n)-overlap is infinity. Let α be the sequence determined by the conditions that
α+ ρm+n be non-increasing and
α+ ρm+n
sort
= (µ+ ρm) ∪ (ν + ρn).
Choose a pair of subsequences V , H ⊂ [m+ n] so that (α+ ρm+n)V = µ+ ρm and
(α+ ρm+n)H = ν + ρn. It is worth noting that this choice is not unique since the
sequences µ+ρm and ν+ρn have at least one element in common. Let π ∈ P(n,m)
be the staircase walk determined by V (π) = V and H(π) = H . We claim that α
is a quasi-partition associated to π with the properties that α is not a partition,
µ = µ(π) + αV (π) and ν = ν(π)
′ + αH(π). The latter two follow immediately from
Lemma 4.2. In addition, the sequence α cannot be a partition since α + ρm+n is
not strictly decreasing. The justification that α is indeed a quasi-partition is left
to the reader. 
The fact that the choice of V and H in the proof of Proposition 4.6 is not
unique entails that there is no 1-to-1 correspondence between P(n,m) and pairs of
partitions whose (m,n)-overlap equals infinity.
4.2. Complementary partitions and some of their properties. In this sec-
tion we study how taking the complement of a partition interacts with other oper-
ations on partitions, such as overlap.
Definition 4.7 (complement of a partition). The (m,n)-complement of a partition
λ contained in the rectangle 〈mn〉 is given by
λ˜ = (m− λn, . . . ,m− λ1) ⊂ 〈m
n〉.
When it is clear from the context with respect to which rectangle the complement
is taken, we dispense with stating the parameters.
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The visual interpretation of this notion is that for any staircase walk π ∈ P(m,n),
the partitions µ(π) and ν(π) are (m,n)-complementary. Therefore, Proposition 4.3
entails that two partitions are (m,n)-complementary if and only if they do not
overlap, i.e. if their (n,m)-overlap is the empty partition. In fact, this special case
of Proposition 4.3 is equivalent to Lemma 6 in [Deh12].
In the following remark we collect a few properties of the complement. These ob-
servations are certainly not new given that they follow directly from the definition,
but they will prove useful later.
Remark 4.8. Taking the complement commutes with both conjugation and addi-
tion. More concretely, if λ ⊂ 〈mn〉, then the (n,m)-complement of λ′ is conjugate
to the (m,n)-complement of λ. For an additional partition κ ⊂ 〈kn〉, the (m+k, n)-
complement of λ+ κ is given by λ˜+ κ˜.
Overlapping two partitions almost commutes with taking the complement. In
fact, one could say that the two operations are skew-commutative.
Lemma 4.9. If a partition λ ⊂ 〈lm+n〉 is the (m,n)-overlap of the partitions µ
and ν, then λ˜ is the (m,n)-overlap of µ˜ and ν˜ where we view µ and ν as subsets of
〈(n+ l)m〉 and 〈(m+ l)n〉, respectively. Moreover, εm,n(µ˜, ν˜) = (−1)mnεm,n(µ, ν).
Proof. According to Proposition 4.3, whenever λ = µ⋆m,n ν there exists a staircase
walk π ∈ P(n,m) such that µ = µ(π) + λV (π) and ν = ν(π)
′ + λH(π). Hence,
µ˜ = ν(π) + λ˜V (π) and ν˜ = µ(π)
′ + λ˜H(π).
If τ ∈ P(n,m) is the staircase walk obtained from π by walking in the opposite
direction (i.e. up the stairs) and rotating the entire grid by 180 degrees, then
µ(τ) = ν(π) and ν(τ) = µ(π). Let us illustrate this relationship between the
partitions associated to π and τ by means of diagrams:
π =
walk up and rotate
7−−−−−−−−−−−−→ = τ
We see that the Ferrers diagrams of both µ(π) and ν(τ) are determined by the
boxes colored in gray, while the diagrams of both ν(π) and µ(τ) correspond to the
white boxes. In addition, we infer from
V (π)m+1−i = m+ n+ 1− V (τ)i and H(π)n+1−i = m+ n+ 1−H(τ)i
that λ˜V (π) = λ˜V (τ) and λ˜H(π) = λ˜H(τ). Invoking again Proposition 4.3, we conclude
that λ˜ = µ˜ ⋆m,n ν˜. The sign of this overlap is given by
εm,n(µ˜, ν˜) = (−1)
|ν(τ)| = (−1)|µ(π)| = (−1)mn−|ν(π)| = (−1)mnεm,n(µ, ν). 
4.3. Marked staircase walks. Our second visualization for the overlap of two
partitions makes use of the notion of subpartitions, which are obtained by viewing
overlap as a containment relation on partitions.
Definition 4.10 (subpartition). Let λ and µ be partitions. We call µ an (m,n)-
subpartition of λ if there exists a partition ν such that µ ⋆m,n ν = λ. Equivalently,
µ is an (m,n)-subpartition of λ if there exists a subsequence M ⊂ [m + n] with
l(M) = m such that for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m
µj +m− j = λMj +m+ n−Mj .
and µm+1 = 0 = λm+n+1. We denote the subpartition of λ corresponding to the
subsequence M ⊂ [m+ n] by subm+n(λ,M). If the parameter m+ n is clear from
the context, it is sometimes omitted.
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Example 4.11. Let λ be a partition of length at most n. The easiest example of a
subpartition of λ corresponds to removing one element from [n]: for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
subn (λ, [n] \ (j)) = λ[n]\(j) +
〈
1j−1
〉
.(4.2)
This observation makes it possible to construct subpartitions sub(λ,M) forM ⊂ [n]
iteratively.
In order to formally state our second visual interpretation for overlap, we also
require the following technical definition.
Definition 4.12. Let n be a non-negative integer and K ⊂ [n] a subsequence. We
define
Cn(K)
sort
= (n− j + 1 : j 6∈ K)
so that Cn(K) is a subsequence of [n].
Let us give a quick numerical example: C6((1, 2, 4, 5)) = (1, 4).
Lemma 4.13. Let λ ⊂ 〈mn〉 be a partition and K ⊂ [n] a subsequence. If κ is the
subpartition subn(λ,K), then
λ′ ⋆m,l(Cn(K)) sub
(
λ˜, Cn(K)
)
= κ′.(4.3)
Furthermore, εm,l(Cn(K))
(
λ′, subn
(
λ˜, Cn(K)
))
= (−1)|λ˜Cn(K)|.
Proof. We prove a slightly stronger statement by induction on the length of K. We
claim that for each K ⊂ [n], there exists a staircase walk π ∈ P(l(Cn(K)),m) with
the following properties:
(1) λ′ = µ(π) + (sub(λ,K)′)V (π);
(2) sub
(
λ˜, Cn(K)
)
= ν(π)′ + (sub(λ,K)′)H(π);
(3) for each element i ∈ [n] with i < min{K}, the (l(Cn(K)) − i + 1)-th
horizontal step of π is the (λi + l(Cn(K))− i+ 1)-th step of π.
Notice that the existence of a staircase walk π with the first two properties is
equivalent to the equality stated in (4.3), according to the correspondence given in
Proposition 4.3. For the base case l(K) = 0, we put a visual interpretation on the
fact that λ′ and λ˜′ are (n,m)-complementary to infer the existence of π ∈ P(n,m)
such that λ′ = µ(π) and λ˜ = ν(π)′. By definition, π satisfies the first two conditions,
and the third can be read off the following annotated diagram of the staircase walk
π ∈ P(6, 3) with µ(π) = λ′ = (5, 5, 2) (colored in gray):
λi
n− i+ 1
n
The annotations are based on the case i = 3.
For the induction step, consider a subsequence (k) ∪ K ⊂ [n] together with
a staircase walk π ∈ P(l(Cn(K)),m) which possesses the three properties stated
above for the subsequence K. Construct a staircase walk τ ∈ P(l(Cn(K))− 1,m)
by removing the (l(Cn(K)) − k + 1)-th horizontal step from π; or equivalently, by
removing the (λk + l(Cn(K)) − k + 1)-th step from π. By construction, the third
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property still holds for all elements i ∈ [n] with i < min{(k) ∪K} = k. In order to
justify that τ also satisfies the other two conditions, we first observe that
(4.4) sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′ = ((λk + l(Cn(K))− k) ∪ sub(λ,K))
′
=
〈
1λk+l(Cn(K))−k
〉
+ sub(λ,K)′.
In particular, sub(λ,K)′ has length at most λk + l(Cn(K)) − k. Hence, the fact
that the first λk + l(Cn(K))− k steps of π and τ are identical allows us to deduce
that
ν(τ)′ + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)H(τ) = ν(τ)
′ + (sub(λ,K)′)H(τ) +
〈
1λk+l(Cn(K))−k
〉
H(τ)
= ν(τ)′ + (sub(λ,K)′)H(π) +
〈
1l(Cn(K))−k
〉
.
By construction, ν(τ)′ is a subsequence of ν(π)′:
ν(τ)′ + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)H(τ) = (ν(π)
′)[l(Cn(K))]\(l(Cn(K))−k+1)
+ (sub(λ,K)′)H(π) +
〈
1l(Cn(K))−k
〉
.
Hence, the second property of π, together with the observation that the length of
(sub(λ,K)′)H(π) is at most l(Cn(K))− k, gives
ν(τ)′ + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)H(τ) = sub
(
λ˜, Cn(K)
)
[l(Cn(K))]\(l(Cn(K))−k+1)
+
〈
1l(Cn(K))−k
〉
.
Finally, the equality in (4.2) on page 18 states that
ν(τ)′ + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)H(τ) = sub
(
λ˜(Cn(K)), [l(Cn(K))] \ (l(Cn(K))− k + 1)
)
= sub
(
λ˜, Cn(K)[l(Cn(K))]\(l(Cn(K))−k+1)
)
= sub
(
λ˜, Cn(K) \ (n− k + 1)
)
= sub
(
λ˜, C((k) ∪K)
)
.
Combining the first and the third property of π allows us to infer the first property
for τ . Indeed, by the equality given in (4.4),
µ(τ) + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)V (τ) = µ(τ) +
〈
1λk+l(Cn(K))−k
〉
V (τ)
+ (sub(λ,K)′)V (τ) .
Given that sub(λ,K)′ is at most of length λk + l(Cn(K))− k, the observation that
the first λk + l(Cn(K))− k steps of π and τ are identical allows us to infer that
µ(τ) + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)V (τ) = µ(τ) +
〈
1λk+l(Cn(K))−k
〉
V (π)
+ (sub(λ,K)′)V (π)
Moreover, the third property implies that there are exactly λk vertical steps among
the first λk + l(Cn(K))− k steps of π:
µ(τ) + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)V (τ) = µ(τ) +
〈
1λk
〉
+ (sub(λ,K)′)V (π) .
By construction, µ(τ) = µ(π)−
〈
1λk
〉
, from which we conclude that
µ(τ) + (sub(λ, (k) ∪K)′)V (τ) = µ(π) + (sub(λ,K)
′)V (π) = λ
′.
This justifies the claim, and thus the equality in (4.3). For the statement on the
sign, recall that Proposition 4.3 entails that
εm,l(Cn(K))
(
λ′, sub
(
λ˜, Cn(K)
))
= (−1)|ν(π)| = (−1)|ν(π)
′| = (−1)|λ˜Cn(K)|
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since ν(π)′ = λ˜Cn(K) by construction. 
Example 4.14. To visualize this construction on a concrete example, fix m = 4,
n = 7, a partition λ = (4, 4, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1) ⊂
〈
47
〉
and K = (1, 4, 5, 7) ⊂ [7]. Draw the
diagram of the staircase walk π ∈ P(7, 4) that is determined by the condition that
µ(π) = λ′, and then mark/color the horizontal steps that lie in the subsequence
H(π)[7]\C7(K). In our example C7(K) = (2, 5, 6).
7541
The numbers along the bottom indicate which elements of K the marked hori-
zontal steps correspond to. Now, imagine that π is labeled by the empty par-
tition (0, . . . , 0) as described in Example 4.4. Throughout this construction the
labeling of the staircase walk will keep track of sub(λ, L)′ where L consists of
the elements of K that have been removed from the diagram. At the moment,
sub(λ, L)′ = sub(λ, ∅)′ = ∅, which matches the (imaginary) labels.
Following the construction outlined in the proof of Lemma 4.13, remove the
marked horizontal step corresponding to the largest element k ∈ K and increase
the label of each preceding step by 1:
7541
7→
541
1
According to the equality in (4.4), we have that
sub(λ, L)′ = sub(λ, (7))′ =
〈
1λ7+7−7
〉
+ ∅ = (1),
which thus matches the labels. In fact, the number of steps preceding the marked
horizontal step corresponding to the largest remaining element k ∈ K is always
equal to λk + l(C(L)) − k, owing to the third property shown in the proof of
the preceding Lemma. Therefore, the recursive equality in (4.4) entails that in-
creasing the labels of the preceding steps by 1 upon the removal of an element k
from the diagram ensures that the labels of the staircase walk will always match
sub(λ, L)′. Proceeding in this manner, you thus end up with a staircase walk labeled
by sub(λ,K)′:
21
41
7→
32
1
1
7→
1 1
1
1 2
3 4
1
In fact, the last diagram is our visualization for the correspondence between stair-
case walks in a 3× 4-rectangle and pairs of partitions whose (4, 3)-overlap is equal
to sub(λ,K)′ = (4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1). According to Lemma 4.13, the pair of partitions
corresponding to this diagram is
(
λ′, sub
(
λ˜, C(K)
))
. The following proposition
states that this algorithmic procedure is invertible.
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Proposition 4.15. For a fixed partition κ ⊂
〈
(m+ n)l
〉
, there is a 1-to-1 corre-
spondence between
(1) {(µ, ν) : µ ⋆m,n ν = κ′}
(2) {(λ,K) : λ ⊂
〈
mn+l
〉
,K ⊂ [n+ l], l(K) = l and subn+l(λ,K) = κ}
given by the following mapping:
(λ,K) 7→
(
λ′, subn+l
(
λ˜, Cn+l(K)
))
.(4.5)
Proof. By Lemma 4.13, the map in (4.5) is well defined. We observe that it is also
injective. Indeed, if (λ,K) and (η, L) are both mapped to (µ, ν), then λ = µ′ = η
and hence (
λ˜+ ρn+l
)
Cn+l(K)
= ν + ρn =
(
λ˜+ ρn+l
)
Cn+l(L)
,
which entails that K = L because the three sequences in question are strictly
decreasing. Rather than showing directly that the map in (4.5) is surjective, we
will prove that both of the sets stated in the proposition are of cardinality
(
m+n
m
)
.
For the first set, this is an immediate consequence of Proposition 4.3.
For the second set, we prove the claim by induction on the length of the partition
κ. Let us denote the second set by S2(κ). For the base case, we compute its
cardinality under the assumption that κ is the empty partition. In this case, any
pair (λ,K) that lies in S2(κ) satisfies ρl = (λ+ ρn+l)K . Given that the latter
sequence is strictly decreasing, this equality implies that K = (n+1, . . . , n+ l) and
λK = ∅. Hence, λ ranges over all partitions that are contained in the rectangle
〈mn〉, of which there are exactly
(
m+n
m
)
.
For the induction step, consider some partition κ of length 0 < i ≤ l. We will
construct a pair (λ,K) ∈ S2(κ) from each pair (η, L) ∈ S2((κ1, . . . , κi−1, 0)). Let j
be the largest index so that ηj−1 + n + l − (j − 1) > κi + l − i (where we use the
convention that η0 is infinitely large). By definition, Li−1 < j ≤ Li. Indeed,
ηLi−1 + n+ l − Li−1 = κi−1 + l − (i− 1) > κi + l − i
and
ηLi + n+ l − Li = 0 + l − i ≤ κi + l − i.
Hence, K = (L1, . . . , Li−1, j, Li+1, . . . , Ll) defines a subsequence of [n + l]. More-
over, the definition of j ensures that λ = (η1, . . . , ηj−1, κi− i−n+ j, ηj , . . . , ηn+l−1)
is a partition. It is left to the reader to verify that the pair (λ,K) is an element
of S2(κ). The induction hypothesis thus allows us to conclude that the cardinality
of the set S2(κ) is at least
(
m+n
m
)
. Recalling that the map in (4.5) is an injection
from S2(κ) to a set of cardinality
(
m+n
m
)
completes the proof. 
Keeping in mind Example 4.14, it is easy to give a visual description of the inverse
of the map defined in (4.5): Given a pair of partitions µ and ν whose (m,n)-overlap
equals κ′, use the visual interpretation described in Example 4.4 to associate it to
a staircase walk π ∈ P(n,m) labeled by κ′. Iteratively construct a staircase walk
τ ∈ P(n + l,m) by inserting a marked horizontal step between any two adjacent
steps of π with distinct labels and simultaneously decreasing by 1 the labels of all
steps to the right of the insertion. Here we use the convention that the “label”
before the first step is l, while the “label” after the last step is 0. As illustrated in
Example 4.14, we can then map the pair (µ, ν) to the partition λ = µ(τ)′ and the
following subsequence K ⊂ [n]: K
sort
= (n+ l − i+ 1 : H(π)i is marked).
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5. More overlap identities
Applying the different ways of seeing the overlap of two partitions, which we
discussed in the preceding section, to the second overlap identity allows us to derive
more overlap identities. This will allow us to regard the dual Cauchy identity as
an overlap identity.
5.1. Variations on the second overlap identity.
Corollary 5.1. Let 0 ≤ l ≤ min{n− k, n}. Let S, T and Y be sets containing l,
n − l and m variables, respectively, so that ∆(Y) 6= 0 and ∆(S; T ) 6= 0. Suppose
that k is the (m,n)-index of a partition λ, then
LSλ(−(S ∪ T );Y) =
∑
π∈P(m+n−k−l,l)
(−1)|ν(π1)|
∆
(
YH(π2);S
)
∆
(
T ;YV (π2)
)
∆
(
YH(π2);YV (π2)
)
∆(T ;S)
× LSµ(π1)+λV (pi1)−〈(m−k)l(V (pi1))〉
(
−S;YV (π2)
)
× LSν(π1)′+λH(pi1)∪λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... )
(
−T ;YH(π2)
)
(5.1)
where π1 denotes the n− k first steps of π, while π2 denotes the m last steps of π.
We view π1 and π2 as staircase walks inside the appropriate rectangles.
The definitions of the “partial” staircase walks π1 and π2 are best explained by
means of a diagram: let m = 5, n = 8, k = 4 and l = 3, then the following staircase
walk π ∈ P(m + n − k − l, l) splits into π1 ∈ P(2, 2) and π2 ∈ P(4, 1) comprising
of n− k and m steps, respectively.
π = =
The diagrams of π1 and π2 are colored in different shades of gray.
Proof. The right-hand side of the equation in (5.1) is equal to
RHS =
min{l,m}∑
p=0
∑
π2∈P(m−p,p)
∑
π1∈P(n−k−l+p,l−p)
∆
(
YH(π2);S
)
∆
(
T ;YV (π2)
)
∆
(
YH(π2);YV (π2)
)
∆(T ;S)
× (−1)|ν(π1)|LSµ(π1)+λV (pi1)−〈(m−k)l(V (pi1))〉
(
−S;YV (π2)
)
× LSν(π1)′+λH(pi1)∪λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... )
(
−T ;YH(π2)
)
.
Setting U = YV (π) and V = YH(π), we may view the sum over π2 as a sum over all
subsequences U , V ⊂ Y with the property that U ∪p,m−p V
sort
= Y:
RHS =
min{l,m}∑
p=0
∑
U ,V⊂Y:
U∪p,m−pV
sort
= Y
∑
π1∈P(n−k−l+p,l−p)
∆(V ;S)∆ (T ;U)
∆ (V ;U)∆(T ;S)
× (−1)|ν(π1)|LSµ(π1)+λV (pi1)−〈(m−k)l(V (pi1))〉
(−S;U)
× LSν(π1)′+λH(pi1)∪λ(n+1−k,n+2−k,... ) (−T ;V) .
Proposition 4.3 allows us to conclude that this expression is equal to the right-hand
of the equality in (3.8). Hence, the result follows directly from the second overlap
identity (i.e. Theorem 3.6). 
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Corollary 5.2. Let λ be a partition and let S and T be sets consisting of m and
n variables, respectively. If ∆(S; T ) 6= 0, then
sλ(S ∪ T ) =
∑
π∈P(n,m)
(−1)|ν(π)|sµ(π)+λV (pi)(S)sν(π)′+λH(pi)(T )
∆(S; T )
.(5.2)
Proof. Owing to the correspondence given in Proposition 4.3, this identity is a
direct consequence of Corollary 3.8. 
Corollary 5.3. Let m, n, n˜, l and q be non-negative integers such that n˜ ≤ q.
Let S, T and Y be sets of variables of length m, n+ n˜ and q, respectively, so that
∆(Y) 6= 0 and ∆(S, T ) 6= 0. Suppose that a partition κ ⊂
〈
(m+ n)l
〉
satisfies
(m+ n, q − n˜) ∈ κ, then
LSκ′(−(S ∪ T ),Y) =
min{m,q}∑
p=0
∑
U ,V⊂Y:
U∪p,q−pV
sort
= Y
∑
λ⊂〈(m−p)n+p+l〉
K⊂[n+p+l] with l(K)=l:
sub(λ,K)=κ
∆(V ;S)∆(T ;U)
∆(V ;U)∆(T ;S)
× (−1)
∣
∣
∣λ˜Cn+p+l(K)
∣
∣
∣
LSλ′−〈(q−n˜)m−p〉(−S;U)
× LSsub(λ˜,Cn+p+l(K))(−T ;V).
Proof. Notice that the assumptions on κ entail that the (q,m + n + n˜)-index of
κ′ is n˜. Thus, the result follows by substituting the correspondence described in
Proposition 4.15 in the right-hand side of the equality in (3.8). 
As usual the formula looks considerably nicer specialized to Schur functions, or
equivalently to the case Y = ∅.
Corollary 5.4. Let S and T be two sets of variables of lengths m and n, respec-
tively, with the property that ∆(S; T ) 6= 0. For any partition κ contained in the
rectangle
〈
(m+ n)l
〉
,
sκ′(S ∪ T ) =
∑
λ⊂〈mn+l〉
K⊂[n+l] with l(K)=l:
sub(λ,K)=κ
(−1)
∣
∣
∣λ˜Cn+l(K)
∣
∣
∣
sλ′(S)ssub(λ˜,Cn+l(K))(T )
∆(S; T )
.
5.2. A first application. In this section we present a small application of the
second overlap identity. We have called it a first application because our recipe for
mixed ratios, which we will present in a forthcoming paper [Rie18], can be viewed
as an application of the first overlap identity for Littlewood-Schur functions.
Our first application is to derive the dual Cauchy identity from the second overlap
identity, or rather from Corollary 5.2. Although the result is classical, this elegant
proof seems to be new. The proof relies on the following relationship between the
Schur functions indexed by a partition λ and it complement λ˜, respectively.
Lemma 5.5. Let X contain n non-zero variables. If a partition λ is a subset of
the rectangle 〈mn〉, then
sλ˜(X ) = sλ
(
X−1
)
e(X )m.(5.3)
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Proof. This equality is a fairly immediate consequence of the determinantal defini-
tion for Schur functions:
e(X )msλ
(
X−1
)
=
e(X )m det
(
x−(λj+n−j)
)
1≤j≤n
det
(
x−(n−j)
)
1≤j≤n
×
e(X )n−1
e(X )n−1
=
det
(
xm−λj+j−1
)
1≤j≤n
det (xj−1)1≤j≤n
.
Inverting the order of the columns in both the numerator and the denominator
yields
e(X )msλ
(
X−1
)
=
det
(
xλ˜j+n−j
)
1≤j≤n
det (xn−j)1≤j≤n
= sλ˜(X ). 
Corollary 5.6 (dual Cauchy identity). Let X and Y be two sets of variables. It
holds that ∑
λ
sλ(X )sλ′ (Y) =
∏
x∈X
y∈Y
(1 + xy).(5.4)
Proof. Suppose that X and Y have length n and m, respectively. Observe that only
partitions λ contained in the rectangle 〈mn〉 contribute to the sum. As we may
assume without loss of generality that no variable in X vanishes, we can reformulate
the left-hand side in (5.4) as∑
λ
sλ(X )sλ′ (Y) =
∑
λ⊂〈mn〉
e
(
X−1
)−m
sλ˜
(
X−1
)
sλ′(Y).
Using the visual interpretation for (m,n)-complementary partitions, this reads∑
λ
sλ(X )sλ′ (Y) = e(X )
m
∑
π∈P(m,n)
(−1)|ν(π)|sµ(π)
(
X−1
)
sν(π)′(−Y)
where we have also exploited the homogeneity of Schur functions to obtain a signed
sum. This sum is essentially equal to the right-hand side in (5.2), specialized to
the case that λ is the empty partition. Hence, Corollary 5.2 allows us to conclude
that the above expression is equal to the right-hand side in (5.4). 
Therefore, the dual Cauchy identity can be viewed as a special case of the second
overlap identity: it corresponds to pairs of partitions whose overlap is empty.
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